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Section １ :   Possibility of strict investigation due to fraudulent 

elections for important reference person Biden candidate     

 

Using the Justice Department and the FBI, which have finally begun to move, 

a full-scale interrogation of Biden′s son Hunter Biden has begun to investigate 

the bribery fraud of the Chinese Communist Party.    

 

Since there seem to be too many illegal cases in suspicious incident of Hunter 

Biden, the investigation has started with tax evasion, but it is expected that 

the involvement of Biden candidate will be cracked down in the investigation 

process.   

 

Biden's investigation may not be conducted until the election of the Federal 

House of Representatives on January 6 next year, and it is expected that the 

investigation will begin in earnest after the Trump re-election ｗｉｌｌ be decided. 

Until then, there is less risk of being assassinated from antisocial forces 

because there is personal protection for the presidential candidate.    

   

The problem is known after January 6th 2021. If the suspicion of Biden and 

his son becomes clear and the rebellion in the fraudulent election will become 

clear, the military will take measures in investigation of Biden as an important 

reference at the direction of the military court and restrain him for his personal 

protection against assassination. 

  

In addition, if the candidate Biden be cross-examined in military investigation, 

there is a high possibility that other interviews will be conducted with 

executives who are said to be Democratic Party leaders such as Chairman Pelosi.  

 

In other words, it is expected that a military-led judicial investigation will be 

conducted against the treason of overthrowing the nation due to a large-scale 
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fraud in collaboration with the Chinese Communist Party by the Democratic 

Party in the presidential election.     

 

It is assumed that various antisocial forces will hinder in investigating the 

involvement in fraudulent elections by influence of the powerful powers who 

have been dominated the political economy in the United States, and the 

conventional federal prosecution cannot fight against the horrible strong 

power.            

 

It is no doubt that the investigation will hit a snag if only federal prosecution 

be fighting. Therefore, from the beginning, important witnesses and suspects 

will continue to be deliberated in the military court under the military 

protection. 

 

Section 2; January Senator Voting in Georgia Correctly Conducted 

Under Military Supervision   

 

"We The People," in which Powell and Lin Wood are working separately from 

Trump's lawyer camp to recover popular sovereignty, is the first word in the 

preface to the Constitution and the symbolic word of a national movement to 

regain the spirit of the Constitution.       

 

As we know, the final vote on the two-seat senator in Georgia on January 5 

next year has become more important to ensure the election of Vice President 

Mike Pence. We hope it will be implemented under strict election management 

including postal voting, but we cannot help becoming doubtful for the present 

State’s election system.  

 

Therefore, if martial law limited to elections be issued after Dec. 14th, the 

elections will be managed strictly under the supervision of the military, and 

finally it is very likely that two will be elected by the Republican Party.    

 

Perhaps the Martial Law limited to Election (MLE) may continue to be enforced 

for the next 1-2 years, after the State military will monitor fraud in state 

elections and the Federal Security Forces will watch the federal-level elections.    

Under the strict military management in the election, we expect that the people 

will continue to be able to hold elections without worrying about fraud.  
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In that case, suspicious foreign counting machines such as Dominion voting 

machines will not never used at all. Japanese voting machine makers (such as 

Musashi and Glory) may think it for their new business opportunities, but in 

any case, it is highly likely that voting machines made in the United States will 

be a prerequisite for procurement of USA, while there is a demand for technical 

guidance to teach US makers advanced know-how to prevent fraud.    

 

Section 3; Strict enforcement of the Presidential Decree (9-12-

2018) leads to maintain security in the United States   

 

On September 12, 2018, the " Executive Order on Imposing Certain Sanctions 

in the Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election" was issued to 

the federal government and the military. The content identified whether there 

was an election obstruction by a foreign power within 45 days after the end of 

the election in the United States.     

 

The Attorney General and the Secretary of Homeland Security must report to 

the President the foreign interference in the election, including voting 

machines and voting systems. All domestic property, including funds, financial 

transactions such as borrowing, and commercial activities can be frozen 

against foreign powers and any domestic collaborators or cooperating 

companies.   

  

Already, Chinese Communist officials in the United States are only allowed for 

visa within one month. If this law is strictly enforced in the future, all major 

Chinese companies listed on the US stock exchange related to the Chinese 

Communist Party will be punished under the law and subject to sanctions.       

The possibility of the President’s order for state of emergency is increasing. 

The aim is clear to enforce indirect sanction to the financial Deep State related 

to this fraudulent election.     

                 

Major domestic media companies, large companies such as Facebook and 

Twitter, and Democratic Party organization may also be included in the 

sanction target, and the sanction target list will be available by December 18th. 

Companies on the list will need to take some preventive action, but it will be 

difficult to save them.   

 

Facebook is already accused of the acquiring video processing companies as 
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subsidiaries under the Antimonopoly Act. Because the scale was too large, 

there was a possibility of business split. In the past, Article 230 of the Internet 

Clause of the US Telecommunications Law states that the operating company 

only provides a portal site, so it has been exempted from prosecution of internet 

users.  

   

On the contrary, Twitter and YouTube have strengthened the censorship 

function, and there is a growing possibility that Article 230 will not be applied. 

If it happens, the risk of proceedings would increase to make serious damage 

on the management.      

 

Even before the election, major US media companies were biased and reported 

terrible anti-Trump fake coverage to audience or readers without media insight 

and morals.  It was ridiculous to say that they reported to confirm Biden to the 

President after getting the news that the Federal Supreme Court dismissed the 

Texas complaint on Dec. 11th.   

 

They reported Trump as a bad guy who doesn't admit to losing the election 

since then.  If Trump issue the martial law, they will be confused and will not 

report anything, since it is far beyond their imagination.   

 

Perhaps while continuing biased reporting, they become serious news media 

idiot who cannot analyze the situation as a news agency, and could rudely 

report only superficial things emotionally, including the director of the news 

bureau.     

 

If the management is too biased and gives to the media journalists much biased 

opinions, the site staff will completely lose their good sense of   journalist. I 

feel sorry to say that they with first-class news career such as ABC will be 

treated as incompetent stupid staff in the local stations or online news stations, 

after they face re-employment.      

 

CNN's president has set up malicious reports at an internal meeting to put 

President Trump in a difficult situation, it was revealed in the online release of 

wiretapping recordings, and the maliciousness has become a problem in the 

United States. The coverage of the three major networks, ABC, CBS, and NBC, 

are often biased to be a problem.    
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And if it is on the sanctions list of this presidential decree, there will be some 

crackdown on the management. If they are subject to sanctions, it will be 

practically difficult to continue the business. 

 

But without any additional sanctions, viewers across the United States are no 

longer watching these unusually biased broadcasters, and ratings continue to 

decline. Sponsors are also beginning to avoid advertising from broadcasting 

stations in such biased coverage. Now the top ratings in the news field are FOX, 

OAN, NEWSMAX and Epoch Times, which the mainstream media used to rank 

down in past.   

 

Section 4; If the Foreign illegal intervention is clear in the military 

court, there may be military retaliation    

 

After the issuance of martial law, it will be rigorously deliberated in military 

courts for figuring out the magnitude of the damage done by the Chinese 

Communist Party to the United States in this fraudulent election. If it be 

certified and serious, then they will take retaliation measures in national 

defense for protecting the United States.   

 

In process of the retaliation measure, it is assumed that military sanctions on 

bio-weapon research bases may have been under consideration and other 

bases will be attacked if necessary. Military forces will investigate any 

incidents to blackmail the general public and uproot threatening antisocial 

forces, capture them against their resistance.  

 

The Department of Justice, the FBI, and the CIA are already completely 

unreliable to capture nation-wide Mafia, Antifa, and BLM, and so the military 

task force will be organized to get these suspects in military jail.   

 

They will use the latest high-hit automatic rifle and so it is assumed that all 

may be dead after a fierce shooting battle prior to their capture like the city 

battle.     

 

After the issuance of martial law and subsequent elections by federal members 

of the House of Representatives, it is certain President Trump will start second 

term, and his first major task in second term is to impose military sanctions on 

the Foreign illegal forces against USA.    
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The NATO army is already aware that the United States has been attacked by 

biological weapons and even overthrow in the presidential election. If the 

United States is attacked in NATO regulations, major European countries are 

supposed to impose military sanctions together, and there is a carrier strike 

movement from the United Kingdom.  

                       

It is expected to berth for a long time off the coast of Hong Kong, which is 

unfairly controlled by its enemy. The French army will also dispatch the navy 

to the China Sea and carry out joint military exercises in Japan with the United 

States and France. 

    

At the request of President Trump, a military attack on a ship invading Japan's 

territorial waters in the Senkaku Islands could be required along with the 

Japan-US alliance. It will be necessary to cooperate more closely with the US 

military on what kind of defense of the Senkaku Islands will be carried out by 

Japan and the United States in cooperation with the defense of Japan.  

    

Regarding Taiwan defense, it is expected that the United States will already 

be serious about starting military sanctions on the Foreign government, if they 

move to fight against the United States.  

  

In the serious situation we still hope the United States will solve the problem 

in peace and the problem foreign forces will obey any order from NATO and 

USA.     

 

 

                                                           By Yoshiro Minami        


